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Students, faculty question
GSU's non-partisan stance
Campus impartiality center of debate

Past presidents at
Georgia Southern

By Rachel McDaniel
Executive editor

President George W. Bush's
historic visit to campus on Monday
has many professors and students
questioning the campus' non-partisan policy.
, An e-mail was sent prior to the
president's visit, which informed
professors and staff members of
the non-partisan policy they should
uphold, including not posting signs
or canceling classes.
According to the message from
the Office of Legal Affairs, support i ng candidates on ca mpus can result
in the school losing its tax-exempt
status.
"As Election Day approaches
and attention turns to the political process, please remember that
Georgia Southern cannot, explicitly
or by implication, endorse any party
or candidate. Under IRS guidelines,
an institution that allows campaign
posters to be placed on campus is
deemed to endorse that activity by
implication. Ifthe university were to
ignore this rule, it could endanger
its tax-exempt status." The message
also warned against posting political
messages on campus or using campus e-mail to send messages about
political activities.
Some professors protested the
president's visit because they believed university funds were used to
help pay for some of the preparations
involved.
"Bush's visit to Statesboro should
not have occurred on GSU's campus," said Dr. Eric Nelson, head of
the writing and linguistics department. "Although the university
administration stated that the visit
was not a university sponsored event
and therefore did not violate policies prohibiting partisan political
rallies on campus, the event took
place on university property, was
protected and managed in part by
university security, physical plant,
and transportation personnel, and
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File photo
Former president and Georgia governor Jimmy Carterand his wife Rosalynn
were Grand Marshals in the 1972 Homecoming Parade.

By Casey Altman
Staff writer

On Monday President Bush
visited Georgia, Southern to speak
at a rally hosted by the College Republicans.
Security was tight with snipers
on the roof of Hanner and roads surrounding blocked to traffic.
Although Busfi is the only sitting
president to ever visit the university,
he was not the first man to visit who
has served in the Oval Office.
Kirbylene Stephens worked as
secretary to the GSU president for
32 years. Through the years she was
involved in many events that took
place at GSU.
According to Stephens, Jimmy
Carter visited Georgia Southern College while he was governor in 1972.
According to an article in the Jan.

27,1972 edition ofThe George-Anne,
Carter was scheduled to speakto nearly 300 alumni at the annual alumni
luncheon at the Landrum Center.
Later that evening he and his wife,
Rosalynn, served as Grand Marshals
in the homecoming parade.
This was during the time that
football at GSC had been postponed
and homecoming was celebrated
during basketball season.
She said the reaction was very
positive. "It was back before politics
got so dirty," she said. "I don't remember any protests or any problems when
he visited."
According to "Life in Old Bulloch,"
a book by Dorothy Brannen about
Bulloch County's history, President William McKinley visited the
Statesboro area while he was campaigning for the presidency around
1895, before GSU was founded.

French Week begins today
ByAmyMclntyre
Staff writer

Special Photo
More than 200 GSU students and professors showed up to protest the president's visit on Monday. Some
felt his visit violated the universities' non-partisan policy.

included the participation of a university student who was selected by
a university committee from a group
of students whose names were provided by university faculty."
GSU President Bruce Grube
said that the College Republicans

provided most of the funds for the
visit, and federal agencies were responsible for officers who protected
the president and public safety.
"To the best ofmy knowledge, the
visit was essentially coordinated by
the White House staffand the Secret

Service. The expenses, ofcourse, are
borne by those using the facility. In
the case of President Bush's visit, the
College Republicans will pay the
bill. I understand the bill is $5,000,"
said Grube. "The overwhelming
see PARTISAN, page 5

Think bleu, blanc and rouge
this week as Georgia Southern says
"oui" to the French. The Eighth Annual National French Week begins
today and will continue through next
Wednesday, Nov. 8, with a host of
events scheduled to expose students
to the French culture, language and
history.
French Week is coordinated by
Clara Krug, professor of French at
GSU, who is excited about the variety
of events that are planned for the following week.
"There is so much going on," said
Krug. "Landrum will be hosting a
French menu today and Tuesday. I

Special Photo
A French pup wears his country's
colors proudly.

personally compiled the recipes, and
Lisa Lee at Landrum always does an
excellent job preparing the food."
A French movie tided "Lemming"
will be playing Monday, Nov. 6, in the
Russell Union Theatre at 7:15 p.m. The
see FRANCE, page 4

'Families without Borders' covers local immigration issues
Joshua Davis
Staff writer

. The quiet of the night and the
feeling of safety in a trailer park in
Stillmore, Georgia were as comforting
as the beds where young children laid
their heads. In the middle of the night,
a clap of thunder jarred the sleeping
inhabitants of that community.
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Teams of federal agents had descended onto this small community
in an attempt to arrest immigrants
living in the area illegally.
Reports from that night show that
more than 120 had been taken into
custody and were bound for immigration courts in Atlanta, while others fled
to surrounding counties and even the
wooded regions around Stillmore.

SATURDAY

Georgia Southern is recognizing
this catastrophic event and others like
it today with a public event "Families
without Borders," at 12:30 p.m.
In many areas of the US, the issue
of immigration legislation has polarized the nation, even more so nowthat
the election season has arrived. With
a lot of the attention on the legislative
aspects of this issue, there has been a

SUNDAY
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lack of focus concerning the families
of the deported immigrants. Some of
the families deported have children
that were born in America and are
legal American citizens.
"Families without Borders: A
Day of Understanding," is an effort
to bring this issue into the forefront
of our regional stage. Organizers of

Todays until the
■^Thanksgiving break
begins (Nov. 22-24)

Established 1927 -The Newspaper for Georgia Southern University

'Families Without
Borders'

Thursday, Nov. 2
12:30 p.m.
Russell Union 2047
Free and open to the public

see BORDERS, page 5
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Finals start Dec. 4.
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Senior art major takes chance with exhibit
GSU News Service
Seniors in the Betty Foy Sanders
Department of Art of Georgia Southern will present solo exhibitions as a
requirement for the Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree.
Shows during fall semester will
include works in various media,
including photography, painting
and ceramics.
Kevin Bennett, a coastal Georgia
native, will open his senior exhibition, "Intrinsic Chance," in Gallery
303 in the Foy Fine Arts Building
on the GSU campus on Oct. 30. The
show will close with a reception.on
Nov. 3.
As a student in the Department
of Art, Bennett was immediately
attracted to ceramics as a medium,
and began his studies in 2001.
In this exhibition, Bennett employs the attributes of clay and glaze
that allowhim to introduce elements

of chance and the incalculable into
the final art objects.
"Clays have been encouraged
to crack, slump and melt. I have
even included materials found in
drainage traps for glazes, just to
add another unknown. My works
are embodiments of the concept of
chance rather than symbols, and I
assert the role of artist as facilitator
over that of dictator," Bennett wrote
about his work.
The public is invited to meet the
artist during the closing reception
to be held Friday, Nov. 3 from 7 to 9
p.m. in Gallery 303.
The exhibition is free and open
to the public. Gallery 303 is open
Monday through.Friday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and by appointment.
Gallery 303 events are supported by
Student Activity Fees.
For more information, contact
the artist at kevin_j_bennetl@
georgiasouthern.edu.

CALENDAR
Thursday, November 2
4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
French folk songs & music
Nessmith Lane 2911
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Raphael Sorkin
IT Lecture Halll005

Staff writer

Meet a terrorist. It sounds like
something most post 9/11 Americans
would not yearn to do, but today
students and professors at Georgia
Southern will experience what it feels

like, looks like and sounds like to be
in a room with radical Islamic men
who believe they are fighting for their
country in the name of God.
Dr. Krista Wiegand, assistant professor of political science, will present
the event, "A Professors Encounter
with Hezbollah of Lebanon," at 5:30

VM&
Crispy Chicken
O Sandwich

$

5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Families without Borders
Near University Bookstore

M

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Movie: John Tucker Must Die
Russell Union Theatre
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&
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Friday, November 3

■V

11 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
Conversation hour
Russell Union Ballroom

Special photo

p.m. in Rm. 1004 in the College of
Information Technology.
Without dismissing the fact that
Hezbollah is definitely as powerful
and influential as the American
government said they are, Wiegand
said she wants students to become
educated and not to be fooled hy
stereotypes.
"I would like to dispel the myth
that people who are fighting for liberation or against occupation are all
terrorists and inform them that terrorists can reform," Wiegand said.
Since the 1980s, Hezbollah or the
Party of God, has been Lebanon's
leading radical Islamic organization.
Wiegand first met the group in
1995, after traveling to Lebanon to

conduct research on the Lebanese
civil war.
"The first meeting was accidental.
They thought I was a member of the
CIA and they confiscated some of my
research," she said.
Wiegand's second encounter was
intentional. In 2000, she met face-toface with themenwhohad originally
thought she was a spy.
"At the first meeting they were
very hostile, accusatory and antiAmerican. That experience inspired
me to learn more about them," she
said.
"In my meeting in 2000 they were
very nice, very respectful and very
cordial to me."
Dr. Richard Pacelle, professor
and chair of the department of

2*
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Artwork like this will be displayed at Kevin Bennett's senior art show, which wraps up Friday, Nov. 3 at 7 p.m.

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
J
Nintendo tribute night
§j
Williams Center Dining Hall %

Professor to present experiences with Hezbollah
By Frenchi Jones

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Meeting with terrorists
IT Auditorium 1004

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Inspiration 2006
Russell Union Theatre

political science, said everyone in
Statesboro should learn more about
the culture.
"We live in an increasingly smaller
world and democracy depends on
informed citizenry," he said. "One of
the missions of GSU is to get students
to think globally."
Dr. Darin Van Tassell, an academic advisor and assistant professor
of international studies, agrees.
"So much of the tensions between
Hezbollah and Israel are linked at
the heart of issues in the Middle
East," he said.
"This particular issue offers an
opportunity for people living in our
town to learn and exchange ideas.
If we don't learn, foreign policy becomes a very difficult problem"

10-31-2006
• Jeremy Maynard Advincula, 18, of Chandler Road,
Statesboro, was charged with
minor in possession/consumption of alcohol.
. Justin Lee Bush, 19, of Olliff
Hall, was charged with DUI
and laying drag.
• Jason Taliaferro Shy, 21, of
Bermuda Run, was charged
with having a weapon in a
school safety zone and violation of noise ordinance.
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"The lesson is liberty has got the capacity
to change enemies and allies. My citizens,
liberty has the capacity to change regions
of hate to regions of hope. Liberty has got
the capacity to yield the peace we want."
- President George W. Bush at GSU

Bush visit brings crowds from both sides
An unforgettable handshake

The responsibility of beliefs

It is really hard to put into words.
the event that took place Monday
morning at Hanner Fieldhouse.
Regardless of your political beliefs,
the president's visit to Statesboro
was nothing less than historic and
fascinating. Despite what the media
and whacky protestors may tell you,
the event was a huge success.
When. I showed up Monday
morning, I was, not surprised to see
hundreds of people already standing
in line to get inside. Within minutes
the line had grown to several thousand
•people. Somewhere between 5,000
and 6,000 people were allowed in
;the building for the event. Reports
are that another 1,000 to 1,500 were
turned away even though they had
tickets because Hanner was filled to
. capacity.
After short speeches by the president of GSU's College Republicans,
President and former and current
congressmen, Governor Sonny
Perdue took the stage to fire up the
crowd before the presidents arrival.
After hours of anxiety and waiting,

The university community deserves
to know what Monday's visit actually
cost, who paid for it and how it could
be construed as anything but sponsored
by the university.
I participated in the protest demonstration that took place in the required
"free-speech" zone, and I was startled
by the degree of anger, and abuse that
Bush/Burns supporters directed at the
protesters. Insults were either mumbled
in passing or yelled from a distance.
A young man approached me, made
a threatening noise, and then ripped
from my hands the sign I held. I saw
an older man who was walking with
two children throw the last bit of water
in his cup at one protester. I watched a
woman taunt protesters while dragging
her finger across her neck as if promising to cut off our heads.
Why were these people so angry?
Their hero is president, their party controls both houses of Congress and most
state governments. Even the Supreme
Court is tipped in their favor. Why did
a small, peaceful protest provoke such
anger and violence? When the leader of

Gov. Perdue and Max Burns took the
stage to introduce President George
W. Bush.
The crowd was loud and energetic
and greeted the President with a huge
ovation. The President then gave his
speech, which was interrupted frequently by applause, discussing the
need to vote for former GSU Professor
Max Burns to replace Congressman
John Barrow. The President also
spent time talking about the War on
Terror, gay marriage, tax cuts and the
Democrats' inability to lead this nation, especially under potential House
Majority Leader Nancy Pelosi.
The most excitingpart ofthe event
for me was when the President took
the time to shake hands and greet
those in the crowd. He was greeted
with hand shakes, kisses on the cheek
and even a hug from one student. I was
fortunate enough to shake hands with
him. Three days later I am still excited
about the president's visit. It was truly
an experience I will never forget.
George-Anne columnist Mitch Jones

Presidents visit a big success
In the past three months the
-College Republicans have been on
;fire with recruitment and getting
the vote out.
In order to get the president to
officially visit, the chairman had
to write a letter, because this was
strictly a College Republican event
and not a GSU event. The event was
a huge success and it was definitely
a thrill to get to meet the president
; and get plugged in his speech and
get the opportunity to speak.
I am proud to report the state of
. the chapter is strong, the membership is strong and without the help
■ and support of the volunteers this
- would have never been possible.
Although the liberal media believes we will lose, I believe the state

ofthe GOP is stronger than ever, the
local support is stronger than ever
and Max's support is stronger than
ever and the president's visit has just
been the icing on the cake.
Without the support and
strength of local leaders and College
Republicans such as Eric Cumbee,
Hayden Brantley, Drew Hayes and
new members, particularly Spencer Martin along with the many
others, I, as the Chairman would
be powerless and the event would
not have been a success. With the
support and strength of the chapter
and party, I can tell you that we are
stronger than ever and we will win
this thing.
GSU College Republican Jesse Tyler

Protesters an embarrassment
The President's visit was a huge did. Unfortunately, I only saw a few
event for Statesboro and for GSU. signs that I found to be valid. People
Why should students embarrass our protesting the war and abortion laws
schoolbyprotestingwhatshouldbean should be ashamed of themselves.
incredible honor? How often does the These are important issues, but they
President of the United States come weren't the issue at hand.
While the President coming to
to our little town?
Protesting random issues is not the town is your one chance to voice your
properwaytoinitiatechange. Holding issues, I seriously doubt that he paid
up John Barrow signs doesn't really any attention to you. When people
prove anything. If you want to change blatantly insult him with "Bush Lies"
something about our government signs he just tunes them out. The only
try writing a letter to your senator or thing that you are really accomplishing is to make him feel unwelcome
organizing a petition.
The only thing that was appropri- and that is simply not the way to make
ate to protest was that Mark Taylor your voice heard. You catch more flies
was unable to come to campus even with honey than with vinegar.
though he attempted to use the
same channels that the Republicans George-Anne Features editor JeffMartin

the country is arrogant and intolerant
and does not allow dissent, then perhaps
his supporters feel empowered to act
the same way.
I felt pride in the students who organized and participated in the protest,
who demonstrated democracy's most
cherished value, the freedom to disagree, to question authority, to challenge
the prevailing beliefs of society. This is
the American value that drove the fight
againstgovemmentsanctioned racism,
that insisted on voting rights and civil
rights for women and minorities, that
recoiled at the horror of slavery, that
challenged British tyranny and that has
always resistedand overcome reactionary policies, laws and "values."
It's not easy to challenge the "truth"
ofthose in power, not easy to make yourself a target. Doing those things require
effort and patience and, often, sacrifice.
So I was proud to stand and walk and
chant with students who believed in
accepting the responsibility of acting
on their ideals and beliefs.
GSU professor Eric Nelson

Inconsistent policy is unfair
After much hassle the Young
Democrats sponsored a tailgate at our
homecoming game for Lt. Gov. Mark
Taylor. We told about 100 people to look
for signs pointing the way to our tailgate.
Republican Kathy Cox already had signs
up for hours before we got there. When
we put our signs up, the campus police
told us we had to take everything down.
They told us the order came straight from
the president and we couldn't indicate
we were promoting Mark Taylor at all.
But Max Burns was at the entrance of
Paulson handing out things the entire
game. I talked with the school's attorney

and they said they asked him to stop four
times. Ifhe broke a rule four times, why
was it okay for him to then hold a rally
on campus? We went through a student
organization just like we were told to do,
but the office of student activities told
us we didn't need anything in writing
to sponsor a tailgate at Paulson.
I'm not looking for sympathy, all I
want is to make sure this double standard
doesn't happen again at my beloved GSU.
I'm proud to be an Eagle and always will
be, all I ask is for consistency in policy.
GSU Young Democrat Riley Wells

Implications of political support
Shortly before the President's visit,
all faculty received an e-mail from university attorneys cautioning staff not
to engage-in partisan political activity.
When we found out that Bush would be
using university facilities to headline a
political rally for Max Burns, it seemed
the university was not practicing what
it was preaching. I understand that it is
legitimate for the College Republicans to
sponsor a partisan event on campus, but
I have a hard time believing that GSU
didn't spend money on the visit.
The e-mail warned us to avoid even
the implication that the university was
involved in partisan political activity. Whether or not the university was
technically involved, the implication
that Bush's campaign rally had GSU's
blessing was certainly there. Few media
outlets pointed out that Bush's visit was
not an officially sanctioned university
event.
All ofour students learned a valuable
civic lesson from the president's partisan

visit to our campus. The First Amendment to the Constitution is designed
to protect unpopular speech, because
popularspeechneedsno protection. De
Tocqueville cautioned that the greatest
threat to our then-young republic was
the "tyrannyofthemajority'Wesee this
tyranny from the maj ority that controls
two branches ofgovernment and is on its
way to taking control of the third.
Theveryexistenceofso-called "freespeech zones" is an affront to our basic
civil rights. I was glad to join the student
protest group as they exercised "the right
of the people peaceably to assemble." The
students conducted themselves peaceably, even when taunted, heckled, and, in
one case, assaulted by those who wished
to deprive them of their right to free
speech and assembly. I am proud of all
the students and faculty who took part.
They demonstrated admirably what
democracy and patriotism look like.
GSU professor Richard Flynn
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President Bush hit the same themes
on his return trip Tuesday to Middle
Georgia: keeping taxes low, winning
the war on terror and how Mac Collins would work toward those goals if
returned to Congress.
The president got a rock-star
reception from the crowd at Reaves
Arena, which was packed with about
6,500 people, including at least two
Halloween witches. They danced to
soul music before his arrival, then
cheered every Republican introduced

O $84 million for road
construction

© $35 million to expand
UGA Performing Arts
Center

•
0 $11 million for trade center facility in Columbus
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Grayson Hoffman/Staff
Gov. Sonny Purdue rallying for House hopeful Max Burns, R-Ga., at Georgia Southern. Democratic supporters are
accusing Purdue of rejecting legislation to purchase a wildlife preserve in 2004 for personal financial gain.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

In 2004, Georgia walked away from
a chance to buy one of the states most
significant wildlife preserves from
timber giant Weyerhaeuser Corp. for
about $30 million. The given reason:
a tight state budget.
Yet that same year the state directed
$44 million available to the Department of Natural Resources toward
otherprojects, and Gov. Sonny Perdue
proposed borrowing $1 billion in
bonds for other priorities.
And Oaky Woods, a 20,000-acre

preserve adjacent to Perdue's home
and surrounding land, went into
private hands.
The forest — a black bear habitat
prized by hunters and environmentalists for more than 40 years — was
bought by a group of developers from
Houston County in June 2004. They
plan to build up to 35,000 homes
on it.
The value of some of Perdue's
adjacent property has more than
doubled.
Jim Butler, a former Department of
Natural Resources board of directors

member who is supporting Perdue's
opponent, Lt. Gov. Mark Taylor,
accused Perdue of putting his own
interests before Georgians'.
"Perdue refused to buy this treasure
for Georgia for one reason only: for
the personal financial gain of himself
and his friends," said Butler, who was
appointed to the board by former
democratic Gov. Zell Miller and served
from 1998 to 2005.
Perdue's spokesman declined
Tuesday to answer questions about
the state's decision not to purchase
Oaky Woods.

O $3 million to expand a
golf course at GordoniaAlatamaha State Park

REGIONAL POLITICS

Virginias Senate campaign
turns to personal attacks

"The AJC has become the personal
attack dog of their endorsed candidate
Mark Taylor," Derrick Dickey wrote
in a statement sent to the newspaper.
"The governor has fully disclosed
everything and is focused on creating
jobs and improving education ... not
catering to the AJC and Mark Taylor's
ridiculous conspiracy theories."
The Nature Conservancy, a national
landpreservationgroup.wasprepared
to commit $26 million toward the
purchase, but required a commitment
that the state would purchase Oaky
Woods at a future date.

McClatchy Newspapers

In its final week, the U.S. Senate
campaign in Virginia came down
to this:
.
A liberal blogger tried to ask
Republican Sen. George Allen about
the most urgent issue he could think
of — whether Allen had spit on his
first wife. Then Allen's aides put the
man in a chokehold and threw him
on the floor.
. ,
That episode Tuesday, captured on
video by a local news crew, summed
up how one of the races that could
determine which party controls the
Senate has degenerated into bitter
name-calling and personal attacks
instead of a debate over the issues that
matter most to voters.
It started very differently, as a
clash over the Iraq war between
Allen and Democrat fames Webb, a

GSU Game days
Happy Hour Daily (4-7)
Free Oysters
2 for 7 Liquor and Draft Beer
& 1/2 Off Appetizers
Boiled Peanuts
All Day
$3Two-HanderPBR
$8000 Margaritas
$3 (24oz.) Coors & Miller Lt. Cans

tt|j|ap
sLtwF f \ w \

IpX

(912)489-8291

Surprise contenders in Idaho
McClatchy Newspapers

Democrats in the most Republican state in the nation, Idaho, have
a chance to grab a congressional seat
after a dozen years of GOP control.
Although recent history suggests
late-deciding Idaho voters will break
their way, Republican and conservative groups are being forced to spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars to
prevent a Democratic upset in one of
the reddest congressional districts in
the country — money they won't be
able to spend on other races across
the natiom

$5 LUHCh SpeCldlS
(Monday-Friday 7 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Many Items to Choose From

Abstinence is the Key

Abstinence Week at Georgia Southern University
November 6-9* 2006

If You Only Knew...
Monday, Nov. 6, 10 am - 1 pm
Russell Union Commons
Stop by the table and learn about the
events that are planned for the week.
The Health Education Peer Educators will
also be there to promote the benefits of
abstinence.

Safe Sex vs. Abstinence

France

Everybody's Doing it Right?
Wednesday, Nov. 8, 7 pm
IT Auditorium 1004

from page 1

Is it possible to look hot, be fly and still
have your V-Card? Jason and Joshua
Rogers are D.LV.F.U.-"Don't Let the
Virgin Fool You." Jason and Josh will use
their talent of speaking and rapping to
promote the message of abstinence.

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 7 pm
Russell Union 2048

"40 Days and 40 Nights"
Thursday, Nov. 9, 7 pm
Russell Union Room TBA

The issues of "safe sex" versus
abstinence will be candidly discussed.
Kenya Beard, a GSU graduate and
abstinence educator from the Medical
College of Georgia will be here to answer
questions and clear up myths.

Join us for this comedy that chronicles a
young man that decides to observe Lent
by abstaining from sexual activity. In the
mean while, his ex is wants him back and
he meets the girl of his dreams.

CARIBBEANHN THE 'BOROH

movie was produced in a similar style
to Alfred Hitchcock's, something
Krug believes students will enjoy.
There will also be a recital Monday,
featuring French music performed
by Jean Paul Carton and Dominique
Carton, both accomplished musicians who have performed with the
Savannah Folk Society and at several
festivals around the state.
Krug would like students to enj oy
not only the exposure to a culture unlike their own, but to also realize the
connection between the American
and French cultures.
"French Week is an opportunity
for us to educate students on how
much the French language and culture has influenced our own," said
Krug. "The influences have been with
us for so long that we really don't
think about them anymore."
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former secretary of the Navy under
Ronald Reagan. Allen supports the
war; Webb's vehement opposition
prompted him to switch parties from
Republican to Democratic and to
challenge Allen.
The campaign changed when
Allen unleashed a firestorm over the
summer by calling a dark-skinned
Webb volunteer a "macaca," which
Democrats labeled a racial slur. Allen soon was inundated with stories
accusing him of using racial slurs as
a college student.
Barbara Barton, a Democrat, said
the criticisms of Allen were justified.
"The macaca stuff really irritated me,"
she said.
"Allen picked on the only dark
face in a crowd of white faces. That is
substantive."
Polls show the Allen-Webb race is
a toss-up. Voters decide Tuesday.

NATIONAL POLITICS

%*wJ m i \ mm 9mm

470 South Main Street, Statesboro

and nearly every turn of phrase in
Bush's speech.
It was nearly the same message the
president delivered Monday during a
similar event in Statesboro and during
an Oct. 10 Macon rally for Collins
— right down to the jokes about U.S.
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
As with his previous visit, Bush
didn't name Eighth Congressional
District incumbent Tim Marshall, DGa., in his speech.
He instead focused the crowds ire
on the upper echelon of the Democratic Party's leadership.

AfOtyf

A poll released this week shows
retired corporate attorney Larry Grant
has a chance to beat Republican Bill
Sali, who won just 25 percent of the
vote in a six-way, low-turnout primary
in May.
For more than a decade, though,
Democrats here have failed to persuade undecided voters to swing to
their side.
Unless Democrats reverse the
trend, the vote in the First Congressional District, one of two in Idaho,
will end up like most thought tradition
would dictate — with Republicans on
top for the seventh straight time.

The history department at GSU
always takes the opportunity to get
involved in French Week. Charles
Briggs of the history department, as
well as Dr. Charles Crouch and Dr.
Robert Batchelor, will be presenting
"Regionalism in Western Europe:
Breaking or Re-making the Nation
State?"
"I will personally be speaking
about the emergence ofthe French nation in the Middle Ages," said Briggs.
"Its an opportunity to examine how
French monarchs sought to unify a
very diverse region into one nation,
what we now consider the country
of France, and how regionalism is
currently experiencing resurgence
in the nation once again."
Students will be able to experience
what we consider the traditional
French culture and will receive an
exposure to cultures that have been
directly affected by the French.
Helen Graf, associate professor of
health and kinesiology, lived in Haiti,
a former French colony, for ten years.
Graf experienced firsthand the Creole
culture, a mix between the cultures
of France and West Africa.
"I will be holding an interactive
seminar," said Graf. "Students will
have the opportunity to translate
Haitian proverbs, and we will examine how those proverbs transcend
cultural lines to apply to our own
lives. There will be prizes for the
best translations, and I think that
students who participate will have
a good time."
For more details on dates, times
and locations of events during French
Week, visit http://georgiasouthern.
edu/ and click the press release
link.
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Partisan

Borders
from page 1

from page 1

amount of preparation, as you might
- imagine, involved security arrangements for the presidents visit. Again,
that preparation was directed by the
federal agencies responsible for the
protection of the president."
"An essential value of any university is tolerance for the expression of ideas, especially those ideas
with which one may not agree. The
purpose of the university is not to
indoctrinate a student with political views from any perspective, but
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
rather to broadly expose students
Bush speaks at Paulson Stadium
to a spectrum of ideas and, most Monday to campaign for former
importantly, to teach students how congressman Max Burns.
to engage in critical thinking so
' that students can make up their own starting points is Student Affairs, who
minds, rather than blindly accepting oversees all that."
the views of others," said Grube.
According to Public Safety Direc" "Those espousing the value of tor Kenneth Brown, GSU officers
freedom of expression, but who act were at the event to help maintain
dogmatically with regard to ideas peace and order.
' with which they do not agree, and
"Probably about 30 officers from
use their influence to indoctrinate GSU were there to maintain the sestudents with their particular per- curity of Hanner fieldhouse, wearing
spectives, will gain no sympathy from dark blue uniforms," said Brown. "It
those who truly value education."
went really good, we didn't have any
Riley Wells, president of Young problem at all with the protestors.
Democrats, said he thinks GSU They were very orderly. The free
administrators displayed double speech zones were determined by the
standards with the conflicting ways vice president of student affairs."
they handled the President and Mark
Brown said that the hundreds
Taylors visit.
of people with tickets who were not
"I called the president's office and able to get in peaceably dispersed
asked to get a tailgate spot for Mark after finding out there was no more
' Taylor. They basically said no, they room.
' can't give us a tailgate spot, but if we
"I don't know who issued all the
' can get one on our own, it's fair game. tickets, but there were more tickets
The office said they couldn't make any than room, and some people had to
. exceptions to get him a spot, because be turned away. We were sorry about
they have to remain non-partisan," that, but all ofthem were very orderly,
said Wells. "They didn't say anything even the protestors," said Brown.
about him visiting. They didn't tell us "They did not disrupt the ceremony.
we couldn't advertise anything about They had their say and the president
' it. All our handmade signs said was had his say and hopefully everyone
Lt. Gov, this way. They didn't say went home happy."
anything about voting for him."
Bob Chambers, director of
"I think they were fair to Max parking and transportation, exBurns and the College Republicans, pected more traffic than the Monday
but I also think there was a double turnout.
* \standard. We were not treated fairly.
"Most people were directed to
"The people in the Student Activities park at the fairgrounds, and they took
Center said that we didn't need to a bus onto campus. The campaign
do anything special to sponsor the took care of that. We were not intailgate."
volved with that. I was busy directing
According to Stephen Ward, traffic on campus," said Chambers.
\ director of marketing and commu- ■ "What we did was plan and put signs
jnication, only recognized student as- out and to help direct people who
sociations can sponsor a candidate's would have normally parked there
visit to campus.
to other places on campus where
"If a student groups wants to they could park. Our biggest issue
bring in a speaker, the process is was the stadium lot being closed.
centered on recognized student We directed those students over to
organizations, which have access to the RAC and ceramics studio, and
request university facilities. There neither of those lots filled up. It was
are charges, but often times those a lot less busy than we were anticipatcharges are helped with by the visit- ing. Everything wentpretty well as far
ing groups," said Ward. "One of the as parking was concerned."

m\ CLINICAL TRIALS

I H
AT THE
™W MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA

^oinen Helping Wontef,
Tte Hirpiwe Trill for liii
* Herpes Vaccine 111
For women age 18-30 without oral or genital herpes
This study of an experimental vaccine night protect women against
herpes.
Participants receive:
• Free screening for herpes
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A
• Financial compensation for time and travel
For more information, contact:
Medical College of Georgia
706-721-2535
877-643-1414 (toll-free)
womens health(5)mcq.edu
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov

GSU study participants
will be seen at the GSU
Health Center

This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes.

the event plan to address the human
costs of the current and proposed
immigration legislation, including
the effects on families and towns of
recent immigration raids.
Dr. Debra Sabia, former director
of Center of Latino Outreach and
a professor at GSU, said that she
and her colleagues who feel that as
Americans, it is their personal, moral
and professional duty to speak out for
those families who have been victimized by the federal raids.
"There is a reverberating fear
among immigrant families all over
Georgia that they could be next,"
Sabia said. "Children have been taken
out of their schools and families are
in hiding because of what happened
hi Stillmore."
Sabia said these raids had been
performed without due process of
law, just one of the many injustices
faced by these families, along with
the looting of their homes and many
of the children being shuffled into

the foster system. Sabia said there
has been minimal, if any, local and
national press coverage about the
repercussion of events surrounding
incidents like the one at Stillmore.
"The Wall Street Journal had
interviewed me [after the Stillmore
raids], but for some reason the story
never went to print," said Sabia.
A public speech took place in
room 2047 of the Russell Union by Dr.
Paul Harris, director of the Center for
Immigration Studies and professor
of political science at Augusta State
University.
The immigration awareness event
will conclude with a community forum and question and answer open
mic session followed by a candlelight
vigil at 5 p.m. in the commons area
outside of the Russell Union.
Lori Amy, director ofwomen's and
gender studies at GSU, emphasized
the importance of this educational
event. "Our goal is to give a voice
and a face to actions in Georgia that
are affecting towns and families,"
she said.
All events are free and open to the
public. For more information, contact
Sabia at 681-5725.
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TWO LOCATIONS
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Statesboro Mall
764-6924

Main Street Village
871-4962
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Tuesday: Insomniac Trivia
Wednesday: $5JO AYCE wings and $2,5(1 pitchers
Thursday: Karaoke
oaruroay: tsravis ano i ravis Trom vjunsny
Happy Hour 5-7: $2.00 Beer, Wells and Pitchers & Keystone
STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne Daily is the
official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper
is the oldest continuously
published newspaper in Bulloch
County and Statesboro, Ga, The
newspaper is a designated public
forum for the Georgia Southern
University community. The ideas
expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent
the views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or
the University System of Georgia.
The George-Anne is published
four times weekly (MondayTuesday-Wednesday-Thursday)
during most of the academic year
and six times during summers.
Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor
at by phone at 912/681-5246 or
faxat912/486-7113.
Readers may access the newspaper and its archives staff by visiting our web site at httpj/www.
gadaily.com.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily

through revenue from
advertisements placed in the
paper and receives additional
support, in part, from the Student
Activities Budget Committee.

EMAIL DIRECTORY
Executive Editor
gaeditor@georgiasouthem.edu

Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthem.edu

STUDENTS BEWARE

News Editor

The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept
ads for legitimate products and
services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those which
require a credit card number,
other personal information, or
money in advance of the delivery
of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers
which they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.

ganewsed@georgiasouthem.edu

FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and faculty ads
to be run in the G-A must have
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if
they do not have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F.I. Williams Center.
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001,
Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/6815246 (News) or 912/681 -5418
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser).

Advertising
uds@georgiasouthem.edu or ads If
georgiasouthem.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves the
right to refuse any advertisement.
D/SPLW/IDDEiU)LJNE:Thedeadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon,
one week prior to the intended
publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards,
sample publications, contact:
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@
georgiasouthem.edu oradsW
georgiasouthem.edu; or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgiasouthem.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every
reasonable effort to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and
should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error.
The newspaper is not responsible

for any errors in advertisements
and its liability for adjustments
is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages caused
due to an ad's omission from a
particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the
ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified
ads from students, faculty and
staff must be non-commercial in
nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number.
No free ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person
per week. Commercial classified
are available only from our online
site at ww1v.g5uflds.com. The price
of commercial ads is $7 for 200
characters for line ads. Ads must
be paid for using a major credit
card. For classified display ads,
contact gaclass@georgiasouthern.
edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION:
Mail subscriptions are not
available at this time. However,
readers may visit our web site for
free access to current and past
issues. Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition
placed on-line within 24 hours of

publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern
University campus through
delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites,
and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are
50 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site
constitutestheft under Georgia
law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any persons) who removes more than
the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge the
theft of one of our slogans "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All"-from Robert
Williams of the BlackshearTimes.
Call Bob and he can tell you who
he stole it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering Campus
like A Swarm of Gnats-goes to
G-A alum Mike Mills.
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Announcements
100-199

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Walk-on part
6 Mayday letters
9 Grate stuff
14 Mont in the Alps
15 Thurman of "Kill
Bill"
16 Immune system
unit
17 Sail support
18 Male sheep
19 Tear sopper
20 Director Lupino
21 Drive forward
23 Justice Fortas
25 Actor Kilmer
27 Caspian's
neighbor
31 London W.C.
32 Debtor's notes
34 Bay windows
35 Angeles
36 Advent
38 Hefty volumes
39 Austen novel
41 Really weird
43 Church part
44 for the ride
46 Poisonous plant
48 Here-there link
49 Submit
51 Fittogether
52 Blast letters
53 Choreographer
Ruth
55 Strong alkali
56 NASA outpost
57 Saskatchewan
capital
59 Opening letters
61 Out of order
64 Cut (off)
65 Snooped
88 The king of
France
69 Silly billy
70 Strong thread
71 Musial and Getz
72 Thar blows!
73 Abominable
snowmen
1
2
3
4
5
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1
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6

5

-.1

16

17

18

20
23

8

25

35
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45
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47

52

54
57

61
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64
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69

70
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73

67

66
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6 Carry-overs
7 Gen. Bradley
8 Pago Pago's
country
9 Fundamentally
10 Young onion
11 Clucker
12 Wapiti
13 Slightly shifty
22 PGA member
23 Hungering for
news
24 Mini growth
period
26 Top-drawer
28 Language expert |
29 Airplane
controllers
30 Declares
33 Medicinal fluid
37 Accelerated
DOWN
photographic
TV network
process
Lofty mountain
40 Comic Harry
"Paper Roses42 Undemanding
singer
45 Original source
Author Bagnold 47 In a shoddy
Mexican poet Paz
manner

210 Autos for Sale

There is No Option!

61 Gore and Hirt
62 Fulfilled
63 Tax deferral
66Wallachof"Lord
Jim"
67 Plaines, IL

1989 Cadallic DeVille; 91,000
miles. Black, leather interior,
power locks/windows/seating
controls.. Smooth ride, great
condition. Contact Nicole at
912-282-9364.

Laptop for sale! Windows XP
OS, Adobe, PhotoShop. Microsoft Office plus more! Need
to sale!! $600! Call 912-3270014

©2006 PuzzleJunction.com

Can you match up the states in Column 1 with their state
flowers in column 2? Good luck!

1. Hawaii

(a) Cherokee rose

2. Illinois

(b) Bluebonnet

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale
Couch and loveseat for sale.
Beige and comfortable. $50 for
couch, $25 for loveseat, OBO.
Call 912-327-0014
7' Lighted Air Hockey Table.
In great condition and awesome
to play!$375 obo. Call Dan @
912-282-0642

(c) Wild prairie rose

FOR SALE: PlayStation 2 plus
internet adaptor, 2 dual shock
controllers, 8MB memory card,
1 game. Good Condition. $79.00
Call Chad: 912-713-7631 '

4. Georgia

(d) Hibiscus

5. Kansas

(e) Red clover

6. No. Dakota

(f) Sunflower

7. Washington

(g) Black-eyed Susan

8. Texas

(h) Apple blossom

9. Vermont

(i) Rhododendron

New Weight Bench 451b Steel
Bar, 3001bs Total Including
Steel Plates, Barely Used Awesome Condition. Great for a
• serious weight lifter, $200 OBO.
Kenon, 5012471519
Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash. Trying selling it online and in print
with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for students.
Visit www.gadaily.com to find
out more!
FOR SALE sofa & loveseat:
navy, wine and green floral &
paisley print good condition
$200 681-4936

(j) Native violet

270 Motorcycles for
Sale

I.T. STORE

THE

2002 Honda CBR600F4i, Viper
Bright Silver, 5200 miles, Yoshimura exhaust. Nice Motorcycle. Must sell. It's yours today
for $5500 404-276-2568

250 Computers &
Software

Bud Locales

10. Maryland

Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000 copies of the G-A Daily circulate
each month. For more info:
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

1998ISUZU RODEO, BLACK.
TINTED WINDOWS, V6,
PWR LOCKS & WINDOWS,
GREAT CONDITION. $3,500
OBO. CALL STEVE 770315-6044

www.gadaily.com

50 Set up a
setup
54 Eliot's Mamer
58 Snack between
meals
60 Soft, French
cheese

NOTICE - While the newspaper makes every effort to
screen bogus offers and ads,
please remember if an offer
seems to be too good to be true,
it probably is.

Buy or Sell
200-299

New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.

3. Arkansas

Now auditioning singers for 311
cover band. Contact Weston at
(678)643-2331.

140 Other
Announcements

43

46

SO

30

http://www.gsuads.com
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.

100
110
120
130
140

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

200 Buy or Sell
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.
Pampered Chef Kitchen Tools,
Kitchen Shows, Bridal Showers
Registry, free, half-price and
discounts. Call 681-7453 after
5:30 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR. Red and black.
Excellent condition. 9100 miles,
lots of aftermarket parts and
accessories. http://loligagger.
dotphoto.com $7000 obo 912678-9729

36

41

40

29

34
37

36

44

28

33

110 Auditions
Now auditioning singers for 311
cover band. Contact Weston at
(678)643-2331.

?/

32
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26
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21

24
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300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career& Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360. Jobs/Part Time
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

inline... ForComme

Employment & Job
Services
300-399
350 Jobs/Full Time
BARTENDING! Up to $250 a
Day. No Experience Necessary.
Training Available. Age 18+OK
1-800-965-6520 XT 296

360 Jobs/Part Time
EARN MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS ... ONLYAFEWWEEKS
LEFT... ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE ... This pay-for-performance program lets you earn
more money by paying you
for your good work ethics. You
could average $10-$13/hr. The
more you do, the more you get
paid ! Must be able to lift 50-80
lbs. frequently, pass a mandatory drug screen and criminal
history. Paid weekly. Apply, in
person Tue. or Thurs. 1:30-3
pm or call 764-8800. SNELLING, 410 S. Zetterower Ave.',
Statesboro, GA

380 University Work
Sales Representatives Needed!

Roommate needed (female
preferred) for 3BR/2BA house.
5 min. from campus. Washer,
dryer, kitchen appliances. Quiet,
safe neighborhood. Rent $260
plus 1/3 utilities. Danielle (478)
390-4355

470 Student Housing
FOR RENT BY OWNER. STADIUM WALK APARTMENT.
TWO BEDROOMS, WASHER,
DRYER. $425.00 per month.
Some pets allowed. Lease required. Call 912 541 4885.

No experience is required.

$425 a month, Free Security
Deposit. Must past credit check.
Lease from now to august.

- Monthly meeting attendance
- Email and phone correspondence
- Knowledge of local area businesses

Stadium Walk Apts

Please Contact Meri at (478)
951-4633
SPRING 07 SUBLEASE! Private bed and bath in Campus
Club. $419/month ALL INCLUSIVE, FULLY FURNISHED,
RIGHT BY BUS STOP! Interested? Call (770) 757-356"'

- Means of transportation
Please email resume with references to Ads Manager at ads 1 @
georgiasouthern.edu
Questions? Call 912-6815418.

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499
410 Apartments
FOR RENT NEW 1650 SF DUPLEX, 3 BR, 2 BATH, COUNTRY SIDE S/D, $850 PER MO,
NO PETS NO SMOKING,
912-687-3496, 912-489-8480.
GAREL A102302
QUIET, REASONABLY
PRICED ( $285-$450) one &
two bedroom apartments. NO
PETS. Deposit, application
required. Flexible leases. Parker
Realty (764-5623)

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile home
for sale in nice park near GSU.
Included: couches, washer &
dryer, entertainment system.
$12,500. Call 912-844-0188.

450 Roommates

Male/Female roommate needed
to take over sublease for 3bd/
2bth townhouse at Park Place.
Rent is 225/mth w/o util. available 12/16/06, Great for Spring
Semester...
' '

'400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale .
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

Services
Educations Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

700 Travel
710 Spring BreakTravel
800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

New Voices. New Services. New Altitude

Sudoku
Very Hard

7 8
4

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solveOC

1
3
2
5

6
2
1

3
8
1

4

2 7
6
8 5
9 3 6
5
3

sublease CAMBRIDGE single
sublease or whole apt. available
two bath two bed w/d brand new
utilities included, balcony, gym,
pool, storage $509

Apartment for Sub-Lease!

600
610
620
630
640
650

www.gadaily.com

Roommate need to subleasespacious bedroom, private
bath, 2 Wonderful Roommates,
huge living area/kitchen, lots
of space... 225/mth w/o util.
Great price!!! call whitney @
912-536-4125

757-277-1565

500 Personals
500 Personals

Covering the Web Like a Swarm pf iectrsas.

480 Sub Leases
Need female subleaser for 3
bedroom, 3 bath apartment in
University Pines!!!! Rent=$425
utilities included. Fully furnished & all inclusive with pool,
hot tub, tanning bed.work-out
room and computer lab. Will
pay application fee at sublease
signing! Contact Brittany @
478-461-5326.

scot

- Daily office hours

AutosforSale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

Looking for a roommate? Trying to sublease your place? Put
the G-A Daily to work for you.
Free classified for students in
print and online. Visit www.
gadaily.com for information

The George-Anne Daily is now
accepting resumes for sales
representatives in the advertising department. We are looking
for outgoing, highly motivated
people.

Job Requirements include:(but
are not limited to)

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

Sublease!!! Starting Spring
2007. Statesboro Place. Guy
needed, great roommates,
great location, $365 fully
furnished!, personal room
with own bathroom, washer/
dryer. CALL 770-289-7578
NOW!!!
Need Sublease for Spring
2007 semester. Brand new
townhome apartment. Private
bedroom and bath with three
great roommates! Please call
Kristine at 706-325-6648
Sublease needed starting
January 1st. Stadium Walk
Apartments 158. 2 BR, 1 BA,
450 a month, pets allowed.
Call Brent at 912-655-6239.

Services
600-699

^Eagle's Landing Su-blease.
$320/mo. All inclusive, fully '
610 Education &
furnished except for bedroom.
Tutoring
Walking distance to GSU. Can
move in December. Contact FUN & STUFF Visit our
Walter or Christina @ 229- Web site for list of things
to do that are educational
424-3967
and fun. http://www.stp.
Someone needed to take over georgiasouthern.edu/funlease, one bedroom in a 4 bed- stuff/
room in hawthorne2. partially
furnished apt,unfurnished
room, want to move during
Christmas break! call Jessica
404-401-3897 .

s

(1-888-852-3224) www.
GoBahama.com

650 Services/
Miscellaneous

BAHAMAS SPRING
BRE*AK CELEBRITY
CRUISE from $339! Includes Meals, Taxes, Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun, Acapulco,
Nassau, Jamaica From $599!
Panama City & Daytona from
$169! Organize a group and
travel FREE! Call SrudentCi ty. com/Spri ngBreakTravel.
com at 1.888. SPRINGBREAK or visit www.StudentCity.com

Beginner guitar lessons at
$10 an hour. Must have
own instrument. Can teach
anyone.
Beginner guitar lessons at
$10 an hour! Must have own
instrument. Call Jonathan
(912)245-0802
Want a house, fence or outdoor funiture painted or pressure washed? Call 912-2580562 or 912-223-5212. Ask
for Alston or Robbie.

Miscellaneous
900-999

Travel
700-799

910 Pets & Pet
Supplies

710 Spring Break
Travel

Free kittens! Very playful
and loving. All are gray and
white. Please call 404-5185954

Spring Break Bahamas 5
Days/4 Nights from $199
per person Includes Cruise
Transport & Resort in The
Bahamas - Other Packages
also Available Book Early
for FREE VIP Party Package!
Toll-Free 1-888-85-BEACH

Female Guinea Pig, 8 weeks
old. ADORABLE. 25 dollars.
Call (912)688-7334!

Looking for someone to take
over lease! Campus Club,
4 bedroom apt, two male
roomates, $419 a month! Can
move in whenever you want to!
GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!!!
Girl Sublease needed IMMEDIATELY for beautiful
apartment. Private Bd/Ba, AllINCLUSIVE, Cable, Internet
and Furnished, $345/month
(Originally $385) close to
campus. 3 great roommates.
Call Denise 757-897-1667

"Vd like to apologize for wearing clothes, ladies.
They mask trie glorious manly bounty that is Stuart.

One Stop Shopping For All Your Supplies!
1-800-861-7059

www.gsustore.com
! Jook store Choic es
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BY BILLY O'KEEFE

Logistics Training Program at

MRBILLY.COM/PAUL Warner Robins Air Logistics

WHOA. I'M SPEECHLESS. WELI,, EXCEPT FOR THE PART WHERE
I SAID "I'M SPEECHLESS." :ANf> THIS LAST PART. AND THIS..

Competitive Pay and Benefits
(Student loan repayment, paid
vacation, Life & Health insurance)
Sign up on Career Services website
or call them at 681-5197.
Logistics Management
Specialist and Inventory
Management Specialist.
E-mail james.marshall@robins.af.mil
for more information.
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ATLAS
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SCIENCE

BIOGRAPHY
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CHILDREN

MEDICINE

SELF HELP

COMPUTERS

MYSTERY

SPORTS
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Curtis Martin season, career likely over
Jets star running back Curtis Martin will be out for the rest of the 2006
season — and possibly his career.
The 33-year old injured his knee earlier in the season, and told Associated Press reporters earlier in the week he has doubts it will improve.
Martin's total of 14,101 rushing yards is currently fourth on the
all-time rushing list, following Emmitt Smith, Walter Payton and Barry
Sanders.

w

0C0N PREVIEW
WCU

Liberty

0-6, 2-6

0-2, 3-5

What: The Catamounts travel to Lynchburg, Virginia to take on Liberty and
hope to take advantage of a non-conference opponent.
Where: A.L Williams Stadium Lynchburg, VA
When: Saturday 1 p.m.

WOFFORD

Wofford Terriers
4-4 overall, 3-2 in SoCon

"I feel I just need the
opportunity to throw the
ball. Just give me the chance \
to do it I've felt like all along, \
this is what I could do."

Key players
Elon

Furman
4-1,6-3

2-3, 4-4

What: Furman looks to improve their
conference record when they take on the
Elon Phoenix on the road in Elon, North
Carolina.
Where: Rhodes Stadium Elon, NC
When: Saturday 2 p.m.

#i
at

The Citadel

App. St.

3-2,2-5

5-0/8-1

What: The Citadel Bulldogs look to break
the Mountaineer s eight game win streak
when the travel to Boone on Saturday.
Where: Kidd Brewer Stadium Boone, NC
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Jacksonville

UTC

4-2,4-4

2-4, 3-6

What: The Mocs host the Gamecocks of
Jacksonville State and hope to take advantage of a non-conference matchup.
Where: Finely Stadium Chattanooga, TN
When: Saturday 6 p.m.

DIVISION l-A
PREVIEW
West Virginia
2-0,7-0

Louisville
2-0, 7-0

What: The No. 3 Mountaineers travel to
Louisville to take on the No. 5 Cardinals
in an Big East showdown on Thursday
Night Football on ESPN.
Where: Cardinal Stadium Louisville, KY
When: Thursday 7:30 p.m. ESPN

#13

**»

#8

at

r«

LSU

Tennessee

2-2, 6-

3-1,7-1

What: In a battle of SEC powerhouses,
the No. 8 Vols take on the No. 13 Tigers
in Knoxville with a chance to stay on top
in the SEC East.
Where: Neyland Stadium Knoxville, TN
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m. CBS

#22

Michael
Vick

QB,
Atlanta
Falcons

Kevious
Johnson, RB.

Michael
Hobbes, RB.

595 yards on
85 carries, 7.0
average yards
per carry.

397vardson95
carries, eight
touchdowns.

Speclot Photo
Vick's statement to the Associated
Press regarding his three touchdown, 292-yard passing game
against Cincinnati, for which he
garnered NKPIayer of the Week
honors on Wednesday.

2006 results
South Carolina State

W, 28-21

Coastal Carolina

L,41-38

at South Carolina

1,27-20

Furman

L, 35-21

The Citadel

W, 28-20

at Appalachian State

L, 14-7

at Bon

W, 35-21

Western Carolina

W,35-7

in

SPORTS
Too Ventre/STAFF
Georgia Southern running back MarquiceMaynard carries the ball in Wednesday's practice.The Eagles face a tough
conference test this Saturday when they face Wofford in Paulson Stadium.

Eagles hope to rebound from loss
Managing editor of operations

The Georgia Southern Eagles will face a familiar
foe this Saturday. A familiar foe — with a familiar
offense.
"I think it's been a very good week. I think
the guys have dialed in, they know schematically
this is a great challenge," said Head Coach Brian
VanGorder.
The Wofford Terriers run an option scheme not
unlike that of past GSU teams. They run mostly
out of a wingbone formation and rarely run any
vertical pass plays.
But that doesn't mean these Terriers don't bite.
Wofford leads the Southern Conference in rushing
average with 248 yards per game. Running back
Kevious Johnson, a threat when returning kicks,

NATIONA.. BRIEFS
Compiled by staff

is second in the conference with 125.8 average all- Spartanburg.
purpose yards per game. Defensively, the Terriers
Last week, GSU lost a second consecutive game
have four players that rank in the top ten in sacks. for the first time this season. Though the offense
"It's just a tough game to prepare for. It takes a had no turnovers, the Eagles couldn't execute in key
lot of detail, a lot of great reading time and a lot of moments to get the victory over the Citadel.
great field time," said VanGorder.
"We had some bad executions on a
Though the Eagles lead the all-time
Georgia Southern
couple of drives. We drove the ball downEagles vs. Wofford
series record 7-4, the Terriers have defield, we just have to finish," said running
Terriers from
feated GSU three of the last four times
back Lamar Lewis, who totaled 90 rushing
Paulson Stadium.
they have met. Last year, the Eagles lost
yards and a touchdown in the loss.
Live on CSS, 91.9
four fumbles in a 21-17 loss in Gibbs
"They slant a lot [on defense]. So we're
Stadium. Wofford totaled 354 yards on The Buzz and
just trying to read the slants and hit the
102.9FMat12
the ground.
hole as fast as we can," he said.
p.m.
The Terriers are hoping to play off
The only time GSU lost to Wofford in
the momentum established from their
Paulson Stadium was in 2002, when the
last two matchups — a 35-21 victory at Elon and Eagles fell 14-7 in a defensive struggle.
a dominating 35-7 win over Western Carolina in'
Kickoff is scheduled for noon on Saturday.

Lady Eagles advance to semis
GSU News Service

Boston College Wake Forest
3-1,7-1

0-2,3-3

#18

#21

ft
Oklahoma
3-1,6-2

at

m

Texas A&M
4-1,8-1

What: Oklahoma looks to end the
Aggies win streak at four games when
the travel to College Station to take on
Texas A&M.
Where: Kyle Field College Station, Texas
When: Saturday 8 p.m. ABC

EDITOR'S
VIEWPOINT

Eric Robinson

Will Adams

Record: 20-8

Record: 22-6

Louisville over
WVU, 38-35
Tennessee over
LSU, 27-24
BC over Wake
Forest, 27-24
Oklahoma over
TAMU, 28-23

WVU over Louisville, 34-28
LSU over Tennessee, 17-14
Wake Forest
over BC, 20-17
TAMU over Oklahoma, 28-24

Women's soccer at SoCon
semifinals vs. Furman,
12 p.m.
Men's soccer at SoCon
semifinals vs. Furman,
7 p.m.

Saturday
By Eric Robinson

Glavine and Mets
discussing deal

What: The Eagles travel to WinstonSalem to take on the Demon Deacons
in a battle for first place in the Atlantic
division the ACC. •
Where: Groves Stadium in WinstonSalem, N.C.
When: Saturday 3:30 p.m. ABC

Friday

According to reports from the New
York Daily News, Mets pitcher Tom
Glavine is discussing a two-year, $25million deal with the franchise.
The 20-year veteran won 15 games
for the playoffbound Mets this
season, and is 48-48
in his three years in
New York. Glavine
is on. '0 wins away
from joining the elite club of 300career wins.
Rumors were circulating that
Glavine might return to the Atlanta
Braves because he still has family
residing in the Atlanta area.

Mota suspended
for drug violation
New York Mets pitcher Guillermo
Mota was suspended for 50 games
Wednesday for violating MajorLeague
Baseball's substance abuse policy, according to the Associated Press.
Mota has a career record of 26-27
and has played for Montreal, Los
Angeles, Florida, Cleveland and New
York. He came to the Mets on August
20 in a'deal with the Indians.
Mota, who admitted the allegations
were true, apologized to his teammates
and fans. His suspension will begin at
the start of the 2007 season.

Heather Smith scored a firsthalf goal and goalie Lauren Santos made eight saves in helping
lead the seventh seeded Georgia
Southern Eagles to a 1-0 win over
the number two seeded Davidson
Wildcats in the first-round of
the 2006 Southern Conference
Women's'Soccer Tournament
at Alumni Stadium on Tuesday
evening.
GSU improved to 8-10-1 and
will move onto the semifinals to be
played on Friday on the campus
of Western Carolina. Davidson
concluded its season at 11-7-2
and saw its four-game winning
streak come to an end. The Wildcats fell to 12-8-2 all-time in the
tournament.
"We came out ready to play
in the first half and they certainly
came out ready to play in the second half," said GSU Head Coach
Ashley Hart. "Our back four and
Lauren really played well and kept
us in the game."
"We've been practicing set
pieces all season and it paid off
tonight. We did agood job reading
defenders and couldn't have asked
for a better shot."
The score remained 1-0 despite the Wildcats coming out in
a full-force attack after halftime.
Davidson maintained possession
of the ball and field advantage the
majority of the second half, getting off 15 shots to zero for GSU.

Football vs. Wofford,
12 p.m.
Volleyball at UNC-Greensboro, 7 p.m.

Sunday
Volleyball at Elon, 3 p.m.

n

I.Ohio St.

Q

2. Michigan

9-0.

3. West Virginia
4. Florida

7-0:
7-1

5, Louisville

7-0

6. Auburn

8-i:

7. Texas

8-1

8. USC

6-1

9. Notre Dame

7-1

10. California

7-1

11.Tennessee

7-1

12. Rutgers

7-0

13. Arkansas

7-1

14. Boise State

8-0

15. Boston College 7-1

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
Eagle midfielder Kate Boardman jostles with a UNC-Greensboro player in this
file photo. The Eagles advanced to the semifinals with their victory Tuesday.

However, the Wildcats just couldn't the goalie, but her shot went just wide,
find the back of the net in time to stop ending the Wildcats' season.
the Eagles from upsetting them. It's not
Ward suffered her first defeat in
goal as she registered one
like the Wildcats didn't get
What's next for
save. Davidson won in the
any good looks on their 15
the Eagles:
shots. Six of those 15 shots
shot column, 18-3, and
vs. Furman
finished the year with a
were on goal in the second
SoCon semifinals
record of 10-3-2 when
half and eight of their 18
Friday, 4:30 p.m.
outshooting opponents.
total shots in the game
Cullowhee, N.C.
Santos made eight saves
were on goal.
for her third clean sheet
With 23 seconds reof the season.
maining on the clock,
GSU moves on to the semifinals
freshman Suzanne Sittko tried to pick
up her fifth game-winner when she where they will battle Furman on Friday
broke free and went one-on-one with at 4:30 p.m.

16. Wisconsin

8-1

17. LSU

6-2

18. Oklahoma

6-2

19. Clemson

7-2

20. Georgia Tech

6-2

2I.Texas A&M

8-1

22. Oregon

6-2

23. Washington St. 6-3
24. Wake Forest

7-1

25. Virginia Tech

6-2

The George-Anne needs
an assistant sports editor!
We need applicants who are Interested in
sports and have a good, solid knowledge of
sports reporting and writing.
We are also looking for writers interested in
covering sports beginning In the spring.
Applications can be filled out in room 2023 in
the Williams Center. For more information,
contact gasports@georgiasouthern.edu.

BREAK

CONCERT
CALENDAR
Inthe'Boro

HIP
FOR

YOUR

OUR PICK
Exercise
What better wayto burn off
all the fat from Halloween
candy? It's better to get a
head-start on burning off
all those excessive holiday calories than to wait
around until it shows.

BRA

Take the Iron Eagle Challenge
Iron Eagle Challenge

French Quarter Cafe

Events:

John Harris and the Sin
Hounds
Sat., Nov. 4

Off-road Biking
Foot Travel

Dingus Magees

Canoeing

The Positions
Thur., Nov. 2

Mystery Challenges

Lyonz
Fri., Nov. 3
Sat., Nov. 4

Cost:
$10 per person

Dos Primos
Greasy G
Fri., Nov. 3

$20 for community
members

.

Zach Deputy
Sat., Nov. 4

Entry forms can be
picked up at the RAC
main office and are due
by November 10.

Rum Runners
Chuck Courtenay
Thur., Nov. 2

Special photo
One part of the Iron Eagle Challenge is a canoe race across Lake Wells in the center of campus next to the Lakeside Cafe.

Burke and Cole
Sat., Nov. 4

By Christina Hess
Staff writer

Retrievers

Grab your gym shoes and a paddle because the Iron
Eagle Challenge is back in the 'Boro.. CRI's Southern
Adventures will be hosting the second annual adventure
race on Friday, Nov. 17.
According to Southern Adventure's graduate assistant, Matt "Adventure" McBride, the race is a chance
for GSU students and the surrounding community to
participate in a multi-sport event.
Two person teams will tackle the challenges together
in this partner race. The race is designed to challenge
adventures of all abilities.
"This is a perfect opportunity to try adventure racing
or just to have some fun while getting some exercise,"
said McBride.
According to Tim Coleman, participant from last

Grayson Hill
Thur., Nov. 2
Stewart and Winfield
Fri., Nov. 3
Kermit and Bob
Sat, Nov. 4
Gnat's Landing
G Strang
Fri., Nov. 3
Silver Creek Saloon

year, the race involves both physical and mental challenges. ,
"The biking part I could handle, but those puzzles
really got to me. What I liked most about the race was
that it was more fun than competitive."
The race will begin at the RAC pavilion on Old
Register Road. The exact course is different from last
year and will be kept secret until the day of the race.
Prizes will be awarded to the top five teams.
Don't have a partner to race with? Not a problem.
Mention this on your entry form and they will match
you up with others who are currently racing solo. Need a
bike? Southern Adventures has top of the line mountain
bikes that can be reserved for the race.
Be sure to register early and receive a free Iron Eagle
Challenge t-shirt. The race has a 30 team limit and is
quickly filling up. So reserve a bike, grab a partner, and
put your adventure face on.

Special photo
Students prepare for the biking section of the Iron Eagle Challenge.

Ga. Fire
Fri., Nov. 3
Sat., Nov. 4

Enjoy classes and get
in shape at the RAC

Atlanta
The Tabernacle
Primus
Mon., Nov. 6
The Masquerade
Smile Empty Soul
Sat., Nov. 4

By Cristy Smith

New Found Glory
Mon., Nov. 6

Staff writer

WHAT IS NOW

PLAYING
Carmike Cinema 12
(912)489-4492

Saw 3
4:15,7:00, 8:00,9:30
Flicka
(4:15), 7:00,9:30
Flags of Our Fathers
(4:10). 7:00,9:55
The Prestige
(4:20), 7:10,9:55
The Grudge 2
(4:15), 7:10,9:40
Man of the Year
(4:30), 7:10,9:35
Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning
(5:25), 7:30,9:35
The Departed
(4:00), 7:00,10:05
The Guardian
(4:00), 7:00, 10:00
Open Season
(5:10), 7:20,9:25
Facing the Giants
(4:20),<7:15,9:35
The Marine
(5:30), 7:45, 10:00

Now that the RAC is in its final
stages of expansion, many students are
in anticipation of the new facility and
group classes that will be offered.
The RAC offers a variety of group
classes ranging from hip hop to yoga.
"My favorite class is awesome abs,
because it's a good workout and they
offer it everyday except Saturday,"
sophomore Stephanie Shoot said.
Awesome Abs is a 20 minute class
offered at 6:35 p.m. to 6:55 p.m. and
again from 8:05 p.m. to 8:25 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.
There are many classes offered at
the RAC including Beginning Pilates,
Intermediate Pilates, Kickboxing,
Cardio Kickboxing, Southern Sculpt,
Triple Threat, Beginning Yoga, Power
Yoga, Step, Funk, Hip Hop, Basic Step,
and Basic Kickboxing.
Awesome Abs and Southern Sculpt
are the most popular group exercise
classes offered, according to M.J.
Trohan, who works for the marketing
department of the CRI.
Though there are many popular
classes offered at the RAC some students would like to see more.
"I would like to see a jazz class offered," junior nursing major Africana

Wilkerson said.
According to Julie Kuykendall,
the fitness program director for the
CRI, there will be new group exercise
classes offered in the spring, which will
include a spinning studio and a mind
and body studio.
The spinning studio will consist of
25 cycling bikes and will offer a circuitbased class, which will concentrate
on strength training and cardio and a
spinning class that will concentrate on
endurance, Kuykendall said.
The mind and body studio will offer
pilates, yoga and tai chi classes.
According to Kuykendall, classes
are selected based on a survey each
semester, and student participation.
She also added that the CRI tries to
offer a variety to meet the demands of
the students.
If you're not currently involved in
a group class and don't know where to
start, the CRI offers a fitness assessment
that is free for students, which Trohan
said may point students in the right
direction.
The assessment calculates your
blood pressure, your body mass index,
cardio-fitness and flexibility.
For more information on the times
classes offered visit www.georgiasouthern.edu/services/CRI or pickup a flyer
from the front desk in the RAC.

Available Classes
Step
Time: Mon 5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Location: RAC
Funk
Time:Tues 5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Location: RAC
Splash and Sculpt
rime:Tues 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Thurs 5:30 p.m.- 6:30
p.m.
Location: POOL
Cardio Kickboxing
Time: Mon 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Location: RAC
Cardio Hip Hop
Time: Wed 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Location: RAC
Basic Kickboxing
Time: Tues 8:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Location: RAC

Kickboxing
lime: Wed. 6:30-7:30 a.m.
Location: RAC

Southern Sculpt
Time: Mon. 8:30-9:30 p.m., Tues:
7:00-8:00 p.m.,
Wed. 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m.-11 a.m. Sun 7 p.m.-8

P.m.

LINE
ByNICKABNEY
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Beginner Pilates
Time: Tues. 12 p.m.-1 p.m.
Thurs 12 p.m.- 1p.m.
Location: RAC
Triple Threat
Time: Mon. 4:15 p.m. -5:15 p.m.
Thurs 5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Location: RAC
Cardio Drills
Time: Wed. 4:15 p.m.- 5:15 p.m. Fri. 5:30 p.m.-6:30
Location: RAC
Beginner Yoga
Time: Mon 5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Location: College Plaza
Power Yoga
Time: Tues 5:30- 6:30 p.m. Thurs 7 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Location: College Plaza
Intermediate Pilates
Time: Wed. 5:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Location: College Plaza

Just show up for class to start. No registration required.
Classes go from 12 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on weekdays and
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on weekends.
Special photos

Pareftthesis denotes matinee

THE BOTTOM

!■

Location: RAC

Basic Step
Time: Wed 8:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Location: RAC
Awesome Abs
Time: Mon 6:35 p.m.-6:55 p.m., 8:05 p.m.-8:25 p.m.,
Tues 6:35 p.m.-6:55 p.m., 8:05 p.m.-8:25 p.m.
Wed 6:35 p.m.-6:55 p.m., 8:05 p.m.-8:25 p.m.,
Fri 6:35 p.m.-6:55 p.m.
Sun 6:35 p.m.-6:55 p.m.
Location: RAC

^|
^B

generation of gaming consoles such as the Playstation
3 and Nintendo Wii. Some members of eBAY are
America is a capitalist society, and that's fine. Howtrying
to sell the PS3 for as much as $6000.That's ten
ever, there is a fine line between being capitalistic
times what the actual retail price is.
and being greedy.
The Wii was supposed to be the more affordable
What I am referring to is eBAYers selling the next

Price Gouging

of the systems, but yet again people on eBAY are
taking advantage of people by trying to sell off the
system for as much as $1700, almost 7 times what it
will cost in stores. So, don't try to get an unreleased
system off eBAY, wait until they're in stock.

"i
i
§
I
§

Paying way too
rnuch for game systems on eBAY is not
cool. Wait until the
stores restock.
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Deftones still going strong with their latest release
Edgar Fernandez
Staff writer
It's been well over three years since
the Deftones released their self-titled
fourth album which, although it did
not bring them as much commercial
success as they deserved, helped them
maintain their status among the top
metal bands. Their latest album, "Saturday Night Wrist," is another step in
the right direction for the band.
The album is reminiscent of their
work since 2000, such as "White
Pony' using softer vocals, more ballads and much more experimentation.
However, the harder sounds from fan
favorite "Around The Fur" are also
maintained, which makes the album a
perfect blend of the band's quite broad
sound. Anofherfactorthathasan obvious effect in the album is singer Chino

Special Photo
The Deftones new album "Saturday Night Wrist" is yet another great work from one of metal's most influential
bands.
Moreno's side-project Team Sleep,
which brings an experimental and
electronica influence. In fact, "Saturday

Night Wrist" is one of the most diverse
albums for the band.
All of the songs on the album have

a strong appeal, but some of the most
noteworthy ones is "Hole in the Earth,"
which alternates between hard and soft

vocalsandguitars.It'squite catchy. Another great song is "Mein," probably my
favorite in the album. "Cherry Waves"
and "Pink Lemonade" had the best use
ofexperimental sounds, not to mention
humor. Songs like "Rats! Rats! Rats!"
and "Rapture" brought the hard, metal
sounds that were greatly needed.
Very few songs had negative qualities. "Combat" and "Riviere" were not
as impressive as the rest of the songs
on the album. Also "Kimdracula" was
unexciting at first listen, but it does have
a certain charm to it.
A main factor in all of the songs
success is the vocal ability of singer
Chino Moreno, who probably has the
most captivating voice ofany other lead
singer in a metal band. Morenos range
can go from ear-shattering screams to
the most soft and delicate-sounding
voice.

'Saturday Night Wrist'
Deftones
Label: Maverick
Released: Oct. 31, 2006

Prices:
samgoody.com - $18.98
bestbuy.com-$11.99
barnesandnoble.com - $15.18
Grade-5 of 5

irickick

Overall, after "Around the Fur," the
band has remained in aplateau ofexcellence, with every work released since
neither disappointing nor excelling in
comparison.
Hopefully the band will not remain
as overlooked as it did with its last
album.

Lil Wayne 'Like Father, Like Son was worth the wait
By Rodney McGill
Staff Writer
This past Tuesday was the release
date of perhaps one of the greatest
rap duo albums in the history of hip
hop. Lil Wayne teamed up with fellow
label mate and mentor, Brian "Baby"
Williams, creating one of the most

anticipated albums of the year.
Lil Wayne, who has already established himself as one of the better
rappers from the south, may have out
done himselfon this one. Cash Money
Records is usually known for the drama
behind the music, however, on this
album, it is made quite clear what the
deal is with Cash Money Records. With

a new artist on the label, it is obvious
to see that Baby is more than confident
with his new line-up, and he should be
with Lil Wayne to lead the way.
Listening to the album not only
encourages an artist to want to improve
their skills in the booth, but also motivates the average student to work a lot
harder. A song from the album entitled

Special photo
Lil Wayne's collaboration with Brian "Baby" Williams has brought a new level of sound to the southern rapper's
style, not to mention great music.
•
,

3 levels
2,000 sq. ft.

(912)681-8307 FAX: (912) 871-3721
Located behind Sonny's on the Hwy.67 By-pass

"Get that money" is the prime example
of what is said to be essential after you
graduate and move on in life and into
the real world.
"Like Father, Like Son" is an album
dedicated to the city of New Orleans,
and why wouldn't it be? Not only did
average hard working people lose a lot
but so did these two artists.
Throughout the album, they speak
on the whole situation, giving those
from New Orleans, and all Hurricane
Katrina victims, more encouragement
and perhaps even abetter feeling about
the situation itself. In a recent MTV
interview, Lil Wayne was asked about
his position and where he think he
stands in hip hop. He stated, "I feel
like the Kobe Bryant of hip hop." Its
easy to agree with that due to all of
the work that he has been contributing
since 1994.
Another thing that's easy to notice
about the album is the fact that Brian
"Baby" Williams has stepped his lyrical content up since the release of his
last album, "Fast Money." It's obvious

to see that he is inspired by his surroundings and the things that he has
been involved in for the past two years.
Another noticeable artist on the album
is Terror Squad's Fat Joe, featured on
the track "About All That."
"Like Father, Like Son" is said to
be the warm up for yet another collaboration between Lil Wayne and Juelz
Santana. For those that think even for
one second that the anticipation for
"Like Father, Like Son" was too much
to handle, try and wait for this one.
Baby and Lil Wayne ended the
summer with a bang with the single

'Like Father, Like Son'
Lil Wayne
Label: Cash Money
Released: Oct. 31,2006
Prices:
samgoody.com - $11.99

Grade-5 of 5 Jt A A 'A "ft

"Stuntin Like My Daddy," which is
in heavy rotation on most radio stations. It's even harder to go to the club
nowadays and not hear it.

M&
Crispy Chicken
0 Sandwich

Amenities
• Free Cable
• Clubhouse
Pool
• Fitness Room
• Game Room

I

• Units available
furnished with
Ashley and
Basset furniture

Offices Hours - 9am-6pm/ Monday - Friday
www.CopperBeechTownhomes.com
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50,000 words in 30 days
November is National Novel Writing Month
By Justin Burris
Staff writer

K■ ■H

Special photo
Senses Fail's newalbumis"StillSearching"lacks originality and creativity,
although there are a few saving graces for the record, such as "All the
Best Cowboys Have Daddy Issues."

Senses Fail's new
album fails to impress
Edgar Fernandez
Staff writer

Senses Fail is one more of the
seemingly endless amount of emo/
screamo bands out there. There
really isn't much more that can
describe this band, since they have
yet to make the effort to differentiate
themselves from the rest.
Their first album, along with their
E.P., helped them gain notoriety,
mostly among 16 year-old girls.
Now they have released their second
full length album, "Still Searching."
The name of the album seems quite
fitting, as the band has yet to find
a musical identity, aside from the
screaming and repetitive chords.
There are many things going
wrong in this album. The music
fails to impress, the vocals are too
monotone, the screaming is not as
present as in earlier works and lyrics are just appalling. Lines like "I
take a pill everyday to help me deal
with life," "I'm haunted by the ...
sweet sound of my last breath," or
"My love has become an affliction"
contain as much talent as a highschool student's journal entries. It
is no surprise that the album as a
whole leaves you with a sense of
emptiness.
gs However, for an album with 13
|bngs, odds are that at least one
would be decent. A few of the "bet§r" songs include "Shark Attack,"
hich is quite funny (in a good way)
d has a contagious beat. "All the
st Cowboys have Daddy Issues"
another decent song. It contains
ore experimental sounds that

would have aided the album had they
been used more. "The Priest and
the Matador" had a great delivery
from the singer, which was a nice
change of pace from the rest of the
songs. It was also a good song to
close the album.
Although most of the songs can
be considered below average, there
were a few that stood out by their
ineptitude. Among them are "Still
Searching" and "Lost and Found."
Listening to these songs was more of
ataskthanleisure. "Sickor Sane" was
another song that I found too boring. And a few of the songs seemed
to be an after-thought, placed there
as fillers.
It is obvious that the band was not
aiming to earn "album of the year"
with "Still Searching," yet it is quite
disappointing that they did not place
too much effort into it. In the end,
the poorly executed presentation
and the lack of redeeming factors
leave the album in a substandard
level. There are plenty of other
bands from which you can get out
much more.
'Stilt Searching'
Senses Fail
Label: Vagrant Records
Released: Oct. 10,2u06

Prices:
samgoody.com - $12.98
bestbuy.com - $14.99
barnesandnoble.com - $15.98
Grade 1of5*.

tfEiuiy* gg 0
Crispy Chicken
Sandwich
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November kicks off the annual National Novel Writing Month.
Haven't heard of it?
It's lofty goal is to get people from
around the country to each write a 50
thousand word novel by the end of
November. Even for every day writers,
that is a lot of words.
According to the website, the
event has been held since 1999, when
only 21 people participated with six
of them hitting the 50 thousand word
goal. The contest has grown at an
astounding rate, with 59 thousand
people participatinglastyear, and this
year estimated to reach 75 thousand
people.
These goals, short deadlines
and caffeine-filled nights do pay off
though. According to the website
after completion of the novel in 30
days, winners will receive an official
winner web icon and a certificate.
This event is designed as a way for
people to simply write and not worry
about editing their works. A way to

let their creative side out without
the worry of nitpicking their work
as they write it.
The work has paid off, though.
Nine of the novels written since the
conception of this idea have been
picked up by major publishers.
This event does more than just
help people break their creative
boundaries. Through an online
store and fund raising packages,
Annual participant/winner
totals:

1999:21 participants and six
winners
2000:140 participants and 29
winners
2001:5000 participants and
more than 700 winners
2002:13,500 participants and
around 2,100 winners
2003:25,500 participants and
about 3,500 winners
2004:42,000 participants and
just shy of 6,000 winners
2005:59,000 participants and
9,769 winners

participants, and those
who just want to help
out can donate to the
foundation.
These donations go towards site
maintenance and
upkeep of the
servers. However,
50 percent of the
total donations are
being used to build
children's libraries
Vietnam.
According to
the site, in the past
two years they have
built three libraries
in Cambodia and seven
in Laos.
Registration for the
event opened Oct. 1, and
will remain open until
November 30.
For registration
information and any
other need, browse
to www.nanowrimo.
org.

'Borat' is a hilarious one-time see movie
By Brandon Smith
Deputy managing editor

Tomorrow, the much anticipated
mockumentary "Borat: Cultural
Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan,"
will hit theaters. A few members of
the George-Anne staff had the great
pleasure to see a sneak preview of the
film last Friday in St. Louis.
The film, directed by Seinfeld
producer Larry Charles, stars British comedian Sacha Cohen, from
HBO's comedy series Da Ali G Show,
as Borat. It entails a documentary
of Cohen's trip across the "greatest
country in the world," the United
States, and it had our staff members
nearly in tears throughout the twohour journey.
Borat starts off in his hometown
in Kazakhstan, where he shows his
barely-standing shack and proudly
introduces, and French-kisses, his
"number four ranked prostitute in
all of Kazakhstan" sister. He also
provides a brief taste of what life is
like in his country. From there he
has an utterly inefficient flight to
New York City.
Transitioning to the American
culture proves to be quite difficult
from the start, as Borat attempts to
bargain down the cost of his hotel

room, and then rinse offhis face using
toilet water. Borat's cross-country trip
sets sail after he indulges in American
television, and catches a glimpse of
actress Pamela Anderson. It's love
at first sight.
After deciding that Pamela is
destined to be his wife ("hayhfiyve!"),
Borat convinces his Kazakh partner
that a trip to California would tremendously help their documentary.
They leave their New York starting
point after acquiring an ice-cream
truck and encounter all sorts of characters along the way. Road-tripping

fraternity boys from South Carolina
show Borat how to get crunk, while
southern-pride bull riders in Texas
teach him a few lessons in morality.
Because the mockumentary-style
movie captures unsuspecting bystanders, it often portrays stereotypes
and prejudices in their worst forms.
At times our staff members were left
speechless, yet unable to hold back
laughter.
In the end the four of us were glad
that we were given the opportunity to
see the movie, but we all agreed that
we wouldn't pay to see it again. Many
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Special Student Carry out Menu
(912) 489-8813

Dine-in, Carry out, Catering, Group party

(912) 764-5536

602 Brannen Street, Suite 9, Statesboro, GA 30458. (Next to Dollar General, behind Jiffy Lube)

Directed by: Larry Charles
Released: Nov. 3,2006
Grade-3.5of5 fc $fio M\n m
'hayh-fiyves' W Pr" Y-Y Y

Appointment or Walk-ins

(Center.

100% Vegetable oil, No M.S.G.

'Borat Cultural Learnings
of America for Make
Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan'

Grooming Special

The Best Chinese Cuisine in Statesboro
www.southernpalace.com

of the gut-crunching parts are given
away in the movie's trailer, but this
Jackass-Napoleon Dynamite hybrid
is a one-time must-see for all the
comedy fanatics.

Special Photc
"Borat,"the highly publicized mockumentary, is a roll-on-the-floor comedy, although it's only worth paying to see
one time in the theaters.

Southern Palace

Fresh, Healthy, and Tasty

Special Photo

^ow Open
609 Brannen Street
(next to Verizon)
Statesboro, GA
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Tues.-Sat: Come see Elizabeth j
Sun.-Mon.:
Under 25 lbs. - $5
Over 25 lbs.-$10
Prices include: bath, brush out, fragance,
nails trimmed and ears cleaned

Coming soon:
www. boropets.com

Mon.-Sat. 8-7 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

489-7388

DAILY
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E0RGE-ANNE
Take a BITE
the *Boro!

Tire, Alignment
& Exhaust Center
612 S. Zetterower Avenue

489-4444
www.expresstuneandlube.com
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm

ADS@GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU • WWW.GADAILY.COM

Located a half block north of Wendy's.

Includes up to
5 qts. of Castrol
5W20, 5W30,
10W30,or20W50
Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 12/31/06

